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Prelude 
  

The collective consciousness of effective groups of researchers is characterised by shared 

understandings of their research object or territory. In the relatively new field of information 

technology research, rapid expansion and fragmentation of the territory has led to different 

perceptions about what constitutes significant and valuable research. These different views deter the 

investigation of contemporary problems and issues requiring inter and intra-disciplinary collaboration 

amongst research groups, and limit the potential for technology transfer to industry. This project 

explores a facet of the collective consciousness of disparate groups of researchers and lays a 

foundation for constructing shared research objects 
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Abstract 
 

This research seeks to reveal the different perceptual worlds in a research community, with the long-

term intent of fostering increased understanding and hence collaboration. In the relatively new field of 

information technology (IT) research, available evidence suggests that a shared understanding of the 

research object or territory does not yet exist. This has led to the development of different perceptions 

amongst IT researchers of what constitutes significant and valuable research. 

Phenomenological methodology is used to elicit data from a diverse range of IT industry professionals 

in semi-structured interviews. This data is presented to show (1) the variation in meaning associated 

with the idea of significance and value and (2) the awareness structures through which participants 

experience significance and value. An Outcome Space represents the interrelation between those 

different ways of seeing, revealing a widening awareness.  

Five categories of ways of seeing the significance and value of research projects were found: The 

Personal Goals Conception, The Commercial Goals Conception, The Outcomes for the Technology 

End User Conception, The Solving Real-World Problems Conception and The Design of the Research 

Project Conception. These are situated within three wider perceptual boundaries: The Individual, The 

Enterprise and Society. The categories are described in detail, demonstrated with participants’ quotes 

and illustrated with diagrams. 

A tentative comparison is made between this project and a similar investigation of IT researchers’ ways 

of seeing the significance and value of IT research projects. Finally, some recommendations for further 

research are made.  
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1 Introduction 
… there are so many different real worlds out there - our real world is different to 
somebody else’s. (14.4a) 

Cooperation and communication presume a certain level of understanding and agreed common ground. 
However, typically our own perceptions seem to be the most valid. Even appeals to a quantifiable ‘real 
world’ depend on agreement on what that ‘real world’ really is. 

This research seeks to reveal the different perceptual worlds in a research community, with the long-
term intent of fostering increased understanding and hence collaboration. 

The collective consciousness of a research group is characterized by their shared understandings of 
their research object or territory (Bowden and Marton, 1998, p.196). In the relatively new field of 
information technology (IT) research, available evidence suggests that such a shared understanding 
does not yet exist. Since the establishment of IT research, Information Systems (IS) and Computer 
Science (CS) researchers, for example, have come to focus on very different territories. They 
investigate areas as diverse as data mining, cryptography, database architecture, multi-media, e-
commerce, information management and information science. The narrow focus of CS researchers on 
technical issues, formal methods and abstract thinking has been broadened to encompass a wide range 
of issues related to the use of computer technologies (e.g. management of information systems, social 
impacts) that are usually the domain of IS researchers. New opportunities for multidisciplinary research 
are also emerging, addressing issues which may be seen to belong to, for example, life-science, 
education, management and art. All of this has led to the development of different perceptions amongst 
IT researchers of what constitutes significant and valuable research. 

IT researchers’ understandings of the research domain continue to transform and to fragment, in order 
to account for users’ diverse needs. Although the general aim is still to seek better methods, systems and 
performance, urgent problems include how to transform work practices and recognize opportunities for 
innovation in other sectors such as business, science, engineering and government. New technologies 
have stimulated a surge of new approaches for development in industries such as electronic publishing 
and remote sensing for mining and agriculture. New industries, markets and employment patterns have 
therefore emerged. Political and economic pressures are forcing university researchers to adopt a more 
outward-looking attitude, which encourages closer interactions and collaborations with industry and 
community. Investigating the problems and issues of these new frontiers ideally requires collaboration 
between different groups of IT researchers. While new research areas have been created to cope with 
such demands, progress is generally deterred by disagreement, conflict, and a general lack of 
cooperation between the different research groups. One of the primary manifestations of this conflict is 
different views of the significance and value of particular kinds of investigations. 

Cooperation and collaboration are further confounded by the adoption of research approaches from 
across a range of theoretical foundations. Thus, although IT researchers are commonly focused on the 
world of information technology, the research interests of the various subgroups rarely intersect. Their 
differences are not only about what research object it is appropriate to investigate, but also about how 
such investigations should be conducted. Consequently, joint projects between the different groups and 
interdisciplinary research are comparatively rare. While the question of what is considered to be 
valuable and significant IT research remains contentious and unexplored this situation is unlikely to 
change. Exploring this question will help us to discover possible shared elements in the many research 
interests, thus strengthening our understanding of one facet of the IT research object and its associated 
problems.  

So far, most investigations which include some comparative analysis of the information technology 
domain have been in three main categories: social impacts (e.g. Williams and Edge, 1996; Sahay, 
1997), education (AVCC, 1996; Bruce, 1996; Pham, 1997) and economic development (Roche, 1996).  
Very little effort has been focused on the comparative analysis of different IT research areas, with the 
exception of some work by Simon (1999) on how IT research is being conducted in the United States.  
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This project begins to illuminate what are presently hidden agendas and largely unarticulated views 
about what constitutes valuable and significant IT research. Such an illumination is not intended to 
produce agreement. Rather, it will develop a process of critical reflection and produce a preliminary 
framework within which researchers can understand their differences and seek avenues for research 
convergence and cooperation. 

2 Aim of project 
This project aims to investigate variation in what researchers consider to be significant and valuable 
contributions to the field of information technology research. Immediately useful outcomes will be 
available to the IT profession in the form of a framework that: 
 

1 Will illuminate one dimension of the collective consciousness of IT research; 
2 Will allow researchers and industry partners to critique their own reasons for engaging in 

particular forms of IT research; 
3 May be used to facilitate technology transfer of research results to industry; 
4 May be used to facilitate inter-disciplinary research as well as collaboration between IT 

groups, by making explicit their varying experience of one aspect of the research agenda; and 
5 Will lay a foundation for further investigation of IT researchers’ collective consciousness. 

The outcomes represent different ways of seeing the significance and value of IT research from a broad 
perspective, without directly associating them with specific disciplines or subdisciplines. The intention 
is not to classify specific researchers or groups of researchers, but rather to identify different ways of 
thinking that may change with the context in which they work. This will allow researchers from the 
various groups to interact with the framework freely. 

3 Method 

3.1 Approach 
Since the early 1970s, phenomenographic methods (Marton and Booth, 1997) have been used 
extensively, and successfully, to investigate variation in ways of perceiving or experiencing phenomena. 
These techniques are now beginning to be used to investigate the collective consciousness of research 
communities (Bowden and Marton, 1998). Phenomenography is “a description of appearances” 
(Phenomenography – Terminology, 1996), it is “the empirical study of the differing ways in which 
people experience, perceive, apprehend, understand, conceptualise various phenomena in and aspects of 
the world around us” (Marton, 1994). 

3.2 Data gathering and preparation for analysis 
Semi-structured individual interviews of approximately 30 minutes each were conducted with volunteer 
IT researchers. These interviews served as mechanisms for encouraging participants to articulate their 
views. ‘Trigger’ questions were designed to elicit differences in the attribution of value and significance 
to IT research. They were designed to be broad enough to obtain meaningful responses in relation to the 
aim without forcing a particular structure, or way of responding, upon participants. Each question 
served as an ‘opening’, from which the interviewer developed a trail of further questions in order to 
achieve a shared understanding of the participants’ perspectives.  

The trigger questions put to IT professionals were very similar to those put to IT researchers in an 
earlier part of the study: 

1. Can you tell me about any IT research and development that you are interested in or involved 
in? Why is that research important to you? 

2. What kinds of research would you consider to be most valuable for your organization? 
3. In general terms (not just for your situation), do you see the projects described in these 

abstracts as being significant? Explain.  
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[A selection of abstracts were supplied, representing a range of types of IT research. Abstracts 
were selected to generate conflicting views. See Appendix.] 

4. How do you in general decide whether specific projects are significant and valuable? 
5. What kinds of research projects are considered as significant and valuable by industry? 

After completion of the interview, tapes were transcribed verbatim and checked by the interviewer. 
Copies of the interviews were sent to the participants for information and comment. 

In order to contain the scope of the study, this investigation was geographically confined to South East 
Queensland. 

3.3 The analysis process 
The analysis of the interview data was an iterative process involving a team of four researchers. In 
keeping with existing views of phenomenographic analysis, the process is considered to have 
commenced during the interview when the interviewer sought to understand the interviewees’ ways of 
seeing the significance and value of IT research projects. After transcription of the interviews, two 
members of the research team focussed on integrating the data. This involved seeking (1) the variation 
in meaning associated with the idea of significance and value; this variation is referred to as the 
referential component of the categories of description and is described in the next section and (2) an 
understanding of the awareness structures through which participants experienced significance and 
value; these awareness structures form the structural component of the categories of description and are 
described in the next section. 

3.4 Conceptual framework guiding analysis 

A. Categories of description 
In the analysis the participants’ different ways of seeing what constitutes significant and valuable IT 
research are presented as categories of description. Each category of description is comprised of two 
parts: 

1. a referential component, in which the meaning of the category is captured. This referential 
component is visible in the title of the categories and the brief descriptions accompanying 
them. 

2. a structural component, in which the awareness structure associated with the referential 
component is made explicit. This structural component is represented in the diagrams and in 
the specification of the focus and perceptual boundaries associated with each category. 

In the structural component of each category the awareness structure is delimited in terms of an external 
horizon, an internal horizon with stable and variable components, and dimensions of the internal 
horizon’s variable components: 

a) External horizon represents the outer limits, or boundary, of the participants’ ways of seeing.  
The external horizon identifies that part of the world beyond which participants who are 
looking at the world in a particular way do not see. For example, in Category 1 participants 
seeing significant and valuable projects as those which contribute to their personal goals do not 
look beyond their own professional interests and responsibilities. In this way of seeing, 
therefore, the individual (here the IT professional) forms the external horizon of the category. 

b) The Internal Horizon represents the focus of the participants’ attention. The stable aspect in 
the internal horizon of each category remains constant across any possible subcategories and in 
this sense is the central component in identifying the particular way of seeing. The variable 
aspects in each way of seeing serve to distinguish between subcategories. For example, in 
Category 1 the focus characterising the way of seeing of all participants in this category is their 
personal goals. These personal goals may be further classified in terms of those which interest 
the participant as a professional and those which return to the participant some professional 
gain. 
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c) Dimensions associated with the variable aspects of the focus are proposed, however these are 
meant to be illustrative only and many others may be possible. They are included in the 
description of each subcategory. For example, within Subcategory 1b ‘Professional gain’ 
participants may assign significance and value to a project which helps them fulfil their 
professional responsibilities or because their career is advanced in some way through it. 

Each category is accompanied by a diagram illustrating the awareness structure with which it is 
associated. Figure 1 shows how the external horizon (perceptual boundary) and internal horizon (focus), 
comprised of stable and variable components, are graphically depicted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Key to components of the awareness structure for each category 

B. Outcome space 
While the Categories of Description represent the varying ‘Ways of seeing’ discovered amongst the 
participants, the Outcome Space represents the interrelation between those different ways of seeing. The 
outcome space is thus constructed to depict a holistic picture of the different ways of seeing in one 
segment of the IT research community. 

Outcome spaces have, in different projects, been found to represent historical views of a phenomenon, 
or to represent a hierarchy of increasing complexity and sophistication. In this study the outcome space 
is constructed to reveal the widening awareness, the broadening of the perceptual boundary in the 
categories. 

It should be noted that there is often in any one researcher’s way of seeing an overlap between the 
different categories, resulting in a multi-dimensional view of significant and valuable research projects. 

3.5 Defensibility of outcomes 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that the trustworthiness of studies with naturalistic underpinnings 
should be established through addressing their credibility, transferability, dependability and 
confirmability. Phenomenographic research is usually described as interpretative, rather than 
naturalistic. Nevertheless phenomenographers also need to establish trustworthiness within a 
phenomenological, rather than a positivist framework. Criticisms of phenomenographic research on the 
basis of lack of validity, lack of predictive power, researcher bias and denial of the voice of the 
individual through categorisation (Bowden 1995, p.145), have led to increased attention being paid to 
the need to establish the trustworthiness of the outcomes (Bruce 1994c; Bowden 1995; Gerber 1993; 
Sandberg 1994, 1995a, 1995b). The trustworthiness of the outcomes of this study is based on 
approaches established by Saljo (1988), Gerber (1993) and Sandberg (1994, 1995a). The thinking of 
each of these researchers contributes to an understanding of what is required to ensure sound outcomes 
of a phenomenographic study. Outcomes of a phenomenographic study could he said to be sound 
where: 

• there is a demonstrable orientation towards the phenomenon (in this case the significance 
and value of IT research) through the process of discovery and description 

• they conform to the knowledge interest of the research approach, in this case interest in the 
appearance of the phenomenon 

• they are communicable. 

Internal horizon: stable component

Variable component Variable component 
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The trustworthiness of this study was established through meeting the above criteria. 

3.6 Participants 
This section summarises the profiles of the industry participants who were interviewed. Participants 
were selected to maximize the possibility of eliciting different ways of conceiving the value and 
significance of particular kinds of IT projects. Their profiles are displayed in Table 1. 

Table 1 : Profiles - Industry Participants 

Gender Age Sub-discipline Research experience 
M F <30 31-40 41-50 51+ CS IS DC IM Other St Ear Exp NA Other
4 3 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 0 1 1 2 3 
Key to abbreviations 
Sub-discipline: CS = Computer science, IS = Information Systems, DC = Data Communications, 

IM = Information Management. ‘Other’ sub-disciplines were described as: “Politics/history” and 
“Business systems”. 

Research experience: St = Student, Ear = Early, Exp = Experienced, NA = Not Applicable. ‘Other’ 
research experiences were described as: “Management of applied research group”, “Market 
analysis” and “Software development”. 

The seven participants in this project brought with them a diverse range of perspectives, interests and 
experience. Four of the participants were male and three female. Most were in the thirty to fifty year old 
age group: one was under thirty years old, three were aged between thirty and forty, two were aged forty 
to fifty and one was over fifty years old. There was a broad representation of sub-disciplines: one from 
Computer Science, one from Information Systems, two from Data Communications and three did not 
consider themselves as working within the traditional IT sub-disciplines - two of these three indicated 
that they came from Politics/History and Business Systems backgrounds. The participants had a breadth 
of research experience: one considered themselves as being early in their career as a researcher, one 
indicated that they were an experienced researcher, two didn’t consider themselves researchers at all 
and three considered their research experience to not fall into the normal research career guidelines – 
these participants described their experience as “management of an applied research group”, “market 
analysis” and “software development”. 
The participants were interested in a variety of IT-related activities, through their work. These included: 
information management, literacy and education; software assessment, training and testing; emerging 
technologies; information delivery through portal and extranet technology; internet solutions for 
businesses; and software engineering. The application environment for these ranged from an emphasis 
on small businesses through to the large organization. 

3.7 Ethics 
Before the research project commenced ethical clearance was obtained from the University Ethics 
Committee. At the interviews participants signed a consent form indicating their willing participation in 
the project. 

4 Mapping IT professionals’ ways of seeing significant and 
valuable research 

In all, five different ways (categories of description) of seeing significant and valuable research were 
uncovered. These ways of seeing are not intended to capture the views of individuals, in the sense that 
individuals cannot be aligned with any one of the categories. Each individual may be expected to adopt 
one or more of the ways of seeing in relation to a particular project at a particular point in time. The 
categories identified were: 
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1. Category 1: The Personal Goals Conception 
In this category significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which contribute 
positively to the personal goals of the IT professional. The external horizon is the individual. 
The internal horizon (focus) is personal goals. 

2. Category 2: The Commercial Goals Conception  
In this category significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which 
contribute to the effective running of the enterprise. The external horizon is the enterprise. The 
internal horizon (focus) is commercial goals. 

3. Category 3: The Outcomes for the Technology End User Conception  
In this category significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which return a 
benefit to the technology end user. The external horizon is society. The internal horizon 
(focus) is outcomes for the technology end user. 

4. Category 4: The Solving Real-World Problems Conception 
In this category significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which solve 
problems relevant to the world outside the organization. The external horizon is society. The 
internal horizon (focus) is solving real-world problems. 

5. Category 5: The Design of the Research Project Conception 
In this category significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which are 
designed appropriately. The external horizon is society. The internal horizon (focus) is the 
design of the research project. 

In some categories the participants share the same perceptual boundary (external horizon). For example, 
Category 3 ‘Outcomes for the Client’ and Category 4 ‘Solving Real-World Problems’ share the same 
perceptual boundary, namely ‘Society’. The widening of the perceptual boundaries assists in locating 
each category within an outcome space. We argue that ‘Society’ is a wider perceptual boundary than 
‘The Enterprise’ and ‘The Enterprise’ is a wider perceptual boundary than ‘The Individual’. 

5 The Categories of Description 

5.1 Category 1: The Personal Goals Conception 
Significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which contribute positively to the personal 
goals of the IT professional. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : Awareness structure for the Personal Goals Conception 

The chief concerns of IT professional researchers in this category are personal. They are fundamentally 
interested in the value or impact of the research project on themselves and/or their professional role. 
They are not concerned with the needs of the enterprise or the world at large, nor are they considering 
the clients of the enterprise. Within this category varying approaches to personal goals give rise to two 
subcategories. 

The awareness structure of this category is depicted in Figure 2. In this category, IT professionals are 
not seeing beyond their individual interests when considering the value of a research project. The 
individual, therefore, forms their perceptual boundary and is represented here as the external horizon of 
the category.  

1 Personal goals

1a Professional 
interest 

1b Professional
gain 
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The focal element in this and remaining categories is composed of both fixed and variable components. 
The stable component here is ‘personal goals’, with the varying orientations being depicted as either 
‘professional interest’ or ‘professional gain’. 

In Subcategory 1a significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which attract the 
individual’s attention because they deal with a subject which is of interest to them. This interest may be 
generated from the possibility of improving on past professional practice within the context of the 
individual’s own work. This contrasts with Subcategory 1b in that the emphasis here is on how 
personally fulfilling this experience is rather than how much it helps the individual fulfil their work 
goals. 

I try to have fun. (14.7c) 

… for obscure reasons this one actually interests me in the theoretical … just one of those 
interest things. (14.4b) 

Some of the problems are interesting, I can sort of see some satisfaction in that, or it’s 
satisfaction in being able to solve the problem – or … that I can actually do the work in a 
professional manner and do it better than I did it before. (18.1d) 

In Subcategory 1b significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which contribute 
positively to the individual’s professional life. These projects are those which help the individual IT 
professional fulfil their work responsibilities by enabling the individual to work more effectively or by 
providing tools which can be used in the course of the individual’s daily work. The research may help 
the IT professional solve problems related to their work, however this contrasts with Category 4 in that 
the focus here is on problems encountered in the individual’s own work rather than problems 
encountered by others. This research may also help the individual meet their career goals. 

… that gives me the proof I need to go to … [a client] … and they’ve been saying ‘Why?’ – now 
I’ll be able to give them the ‘Why’. (12.1d) 

… how I decide … is can I see how this is relevant to my work, or might be relevant to my work 
in the future … (15.5a) 

… if I tend to get to these sorts of papers, more often than not it’s because I have a particular 
[professional] problem to solve and I’m looking to see how others have tackled a particular 
problem. So, I guess the sorts of things I am looking for are things along the lines of … Is this 
particular paper related to the problem I am trying to solve? (16.8d) 

 Sometimes professional goals are driven by  pragmatic needs: 

I suppose the main reason they’re [research and development in the workplace] important to 
me is ‘cos it’s a job and it pays the bills. Some of the problems are interesting … But apart from 
that some of the work I’m doing at the moment isn’t overly exciting to me. (18.1d) 
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5.2 Category 2: The Commercial Goals Conception 
Significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which contribute to the effective 
running of the enterprise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 : Awareness structure for the Commercial Goals Conception 

IT professionals’ ways of seeing significance and value in this category are centred on the goals of the 
corporation within which they are operating. The commercial benefit returned to the corporation is their 
main focus. There is no apparent consideration of the professional’s individual needs or for the needs of 
technology end users. Where end users are noted, it is with respect to the impact back on the enterprise, 
for example returning a commercial benefit as a result of the services rendered. Therefore, the end users 
are of interest only in so far as they are the organisation’s clients and are thus linked intimately with the 
organisation’s commercial goals. 

The awareness structure for this category is depicted in Figure 3. In this category IT professionals are 
seeing solely from the point of view of the corporation itself. The enterprise, therefore, is the perceptual 
boundary and is indicated here as the external horizon of the category. 

The stable component of the focus of this category is ‘commercial goals’ which has the varying 
orientations of ‘external operations’ and ‘internal operations’. 

In Subcategory 2a significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which enable the 
enterprise to function successfully in the commercial context. These projects enhance the enterprise’s 
operations in relation to the rest of the world, they look outward to the enterprise’s market. Significant 
and valuable research enables the enterprise to survive financially and improves on past performance, 
with a view to making greater profits in the future. Development is seen as crucial, an improvement in 
the product is viewed as gaining an advantage over the opposition. Worthwhile technical advances are 
those which are marketable. 

… research that’s going to be relevant to small IT companies … in terms of improving their 
productivity, profitability, efficiency … ability to meet their customers’ needs. So it’s very … 
commercial driven … And that’s … the assessment we run across all the projects we get 
involved with the universities – Does it meet that need? Is it going to produce an outcome that 
can quantifiably help our client group? (13.3c) 

… each company has its own drivers and its own particular technical interests, depending on 
what their market is … (13.7a) 

I think it is important because … this firm works with information and knowledge – that’s all it 
does, it’s only experts - and it’s creating documents, re-using documents … sharing knowledge, 
that’s all we do and that’s all we have to sell or to differentiate us from anyone else - so, really 
innovative, smart, efficient … use of that and the ability to tailor it very specifically for 
individual’s needs, and to … for example, when we’re tendering for work to make our … our 
ability to offer services quite different from other firms’ ability because we’re on top of 
technology before they are, is really important to us – it makes a lot of difference in how much 
money we earn, basically. (15.2a) 

… I’d certainly like to see a lot more effort in our students having a better understanding of … 
some of those core processes and thinking practices in industry. It’s the bottom line, if you like, 
that drives thinking. (17.5c) 

 2a External 
operations

2 Commercial goals 

2b Internal 
operations
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In Subcategory 2b significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which enable the 
enterprise to function efficiently. These projects contribute to the internal operations of the enterprise. 
They facilitate the cost-effective running of the enterprise and improve on past practice. The research 
focuses on issues that are central concerns to the organization. The research may also solve immediate 
and known problems associated with the enterprise’s internal operations. 

… it saves in terms of time and dollars, so yes I think that that’s … an important research area 
in a commercial sense. (13.6a) 

… looking inwards in how we can make more efficient use of systems and information within the 
firm so that we save ourselves time and effort and duplication and that kind of stuff. (15.2d)  

The goal is to try to … maximise the way that we can do things, to get best value out of the 
technology that is there, in practical senses. (14.1d) 

… there’s been a fair bit of debate in Australia recently as to whether we’re a first world 
economy or a third world economy or whether we’re computerised enough or not computerised 
enough. To some extent this is a good example of looking at a primary industry in mining, and 
using technology and IT in particular as a value-add in order to improve the efficiency of that 
particular operation. (16.1d) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints  

Category 2b, as well as Category 2a, generally impacts directly on the profitability of the corporation: 

… they can better apply information systems management within their own organisation to 
improve productivity. (13.6c) 

The timeliness of research is important in this category, as it is in Category 4b: 

I have these immediate problems and they’ve got to be solved, and if it’s 5 years out, well that’s 
somebody else’s problem. (14.7c) 

I think the sorts of projects that industry are probably most interested in are those which are 
solving real problems that they have right now. I think, you know, industry is very selfish about 
this, they’re certainly very much interested in how you solve my problem now - much more so 
than they are about what’s a grander vision that we need to be moving towards in 10 years. 
(16.10d) 

Immediate returns are sought after, with speculative or theoretical research avoided: 

… in the IT industry, a lot of it is just, “Well here’s a problem, we’ll solve that and we’ll worry 
… yeah, that’s nice emerging technology but unless it is really close to what we’re doing, 
somebody can try and play with it in their own time” … (14.8a) 

… a thing is significant if you can see how it will change what you do, or how you work or 
whatever, and … if you are thinking about people investing money in research, they will invest 
money in research that they think is going to have an immediate impact on them, not necessarily 
so quickly invest in something that seems a bit more theoretical or abstract or … a bit more of a 
background issue, even if it is actually something that’s quite essential for progress … (15.4c) 

The most desirable circumstance in Categories 1 and 2 is when something is of interest to the individual 
and at the same time of value to the enterprise: 

Well, there are two parts. There’s "Are they of importance to the company?", or "Are they of 
interest of me?", and then there’s that happy medium when they’re of interest to me and 
important to the company … (14.6d) 
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5.3 Category 3: The Outcomes for the Technology End User 
Conception 

Significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which return a benefit to the technology 
end user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 : Awareness structure for the Outcomes for the Technology End User Conception 

The focus for IT professionals in this category is the technology end user. They are looking at research 
outcomes from the point of view of the benefit they return to the end user, regardless of whether there is 
any associated benefit to themselves or the IT enterprise.  

The awareness structure for this category is depicted in Figure 4. This category takes the broadest 
possible viewpoint, looking beyond personal or organisational interests, therefore society forms their 
perceptual boundary and is represented here as the external horizon of the category. 

The stable component of the category is ‘outcomes for the technology end user’, with the varying 
orientations of ‘empowerment’, ‘magnitude of influence’ and ‘significance to the user’. 

In Subcategory 3a significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which act as enablers 
for the end user. These projects empower the end user in some way, enabling them to achieve personal 
goals or do their job more effectively. Through these projects IT professionals exert a constructive 
influence on the world. 

IT is a service industry to the rest of the economy and the rest of the community. It needs to add 
some value in a lot of ways … (16.4d) 

I think the social implications for IT is a very important aspect of things. (16.5c) 

… there’s a number of reasons for improving those, some of which are external things so that 
we can deliver more value to customers. (16.7d) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints  

One participant contrasted this category with Category 2a (External operations), indicating the 
importance of socially responsible IT practice: 

So, I think a lot of IT, because of the huge amounts of money that are actually involved inside 
our industry – so many of the wealthiest people in the world these days come from IT, so it’s 
very possible for people to get rich very quickly. As a result of that, I think that things other than 
the overall community’s best interest are actually driving a lot of the things that happen and 
that’s a bit sad, but it’s also like a reality – I don’t know what you do about that, other than 
convince the people that lead these companies that in fact they should have a social 
responsibility and not just do things for the sake of it but look toward the bigger picture of 
trying to help rather than just dominate the world. (16.6c) 

In Subcategory 3b significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which have a large 
impact on the world. This impact may be in terms of how large a positive change the project produces, 
how many people it touches, how many applications a resulting product is relevant to or how many 
countries it operates in. 

3 Outcomes for the  
technology end user

3a Empowerment  3b Magnitude of influence 

3c Significance to the user 
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… that seems to be like a quantum improvement, which is always good … (13.5a) 

I’m one of these people who … will take a lot of that just on a gut feel, that, without formally 
going down and measuring – this is the size of the problem, you just know it’s a big problem … 
(14.7a) 

This one … is pretty useful. I mean, it’s the sort of thing which is discussed a lot in software 
engineering. (18.3b) 

In Subcategory 3c significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which contribute to 
particular groups of people. Even when the number of people it touches is not great, if the consequences 
for that small group are significant then the research is considered to be significant. 

… there are key markets that will really be up on that … it would be very key for them … For 
some people it would be extremely significant. (14.4d) 

… that’s key I think to anybody who’s doing large scale system development … (14.5c) 

I suppose this has a lot of applications in computer robotics and vision and stuff like that which 
would be very useful in maybe … manufacturing – automatic manufacturing. (18.3a) … 

5.4 Category 4: The Solving Real-World Problems Conception 
Significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which solve problems relevant to the 
world outside the organization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 : Awareness structure for the Solving Real-World Problems Conception 

The central focus of IT professionals in this category is the solving of problems. They are concerned 
with the relation of the project to society. They are not thinking of their own goals or those of the 
enterprise. Varying approaches within this category indicate three subcategories. 

The awareness structure of this category is depicted in Figure 5. In this category IT professionals are 
looking beyond their own interests and the interests of the enterprise out to society, which forms their 
perceptual boundary and is represented here as the external horizon of the category. 

The stable component here is ‘solving real-world problems’ and the varying orientations are ‘commonly 
accepted problems’, ‘timely solutions’ and ‘applied outcomes’. 

In Subcategory 4a significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which solve problems 
which are experienced by a section of society. These projects are those which find solutions to 
problems that are commonly experienced in a subsection of the community. 

… it certainly is good technology … it does solve a problem. (16.5d) 

… I’m not in this particular area so I can’t comment from … how applicable it is and how much 
of a problem it is that the research is explicitly solving … (16.6d) 

4 Solving real-world 
problems 

4a Commonly 
accepted 
problems 

4b Timely solutions

4c Applied 
outcomes  
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… this is … very useful things in my opinion. This is one of the problems that I think most IT 
companies have constantly solved. (16.7a) 

… it had to meet a very significant business problem … (17.3b) 

In Subcategory 4b significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which provide solutions 
at the right time. These projects find timely solutions, which are applicable in the immediate future. The 
research follows trends of interest, anticipates future needs and is completed before the problem it’s 
addressing ceases to be a problem. 

… that’s the trend over the last few years and probably in 5 years time there’ll be something 
else that they think is valuable … knowledge management is just the big all-consuming thing at 
the moment … (15.6b) 

… by ... visionary research I’m talking about the sorts of things that people are looking towards 
what they know is going to happen because of some big changes that they’re seeing that are 
happening in industry but that’s not to say that those changes have actually been implemented 
yet. (16.9d) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints  

Application (Category 4c) is also associated with the concept of timeliness: 

… the third thing I’m looking for is: Is the solution and the things they’re talking about 
something that is a bit more visionary or is it in fact something that can be delivered pretty soon 
or, you know, if it’s an older paper that might have been written in the last 10, 20 years whether 
in fact it’s – even if it was written visionary say 20 years ago – is it now something that can be 
implemented? (16.9a) 

The difficulty this presents for through-going research (Subcategory 5a) is recognised: 

… for most IT companies in Australia that I know about, the things that they’re interested in is 
probably the short-term research about solving real world problems now. And that’s a really 
difficult thing for a lot of research organisations to tackle, partly because it can take that long 
just to get your head around what the actual problem is and where people are coming from – in 
which case, you know it tends to have disappeared … (16.11c) 

In Subcategory 4c significant and valuable research projects are seen as those which produce outcomes 
that can be implemented in the real world. These projects are seen as those which result in an 
application in a real-world context. 

This one … is again I think of substantial value as long as there is, at the end of the day, some 
link to a real world problem … the research would need to be flipped into some real solutions 
relatively quickly, at least in people’s minds … (17.6a) 

… I’d be looking for the applied benefits … (17.7d) 

… I suppose the way I’m valuing these is I’m probably looking at the more direct applications 
… (18.3b) 

… that was the first one I read and looked at, and thought, “Well, what’s the point of this one?” 
(18.4b) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints 

The idea of marketability of the research outcome (Category 2a) appears to have some impact on this 
category: 

 [Companies are] saying, “How do we cut our costs on producing software?” because, at the 
end of the day, their business is not about developing software, it’s about marketing it. And it’s 
the same for the manager of an IS department – at the end of the day, his job is to produce a 
business system rather than to develop a solution. (17.7a) 
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5.5 Category 5: The Design of the Research Project Conception 
Significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which are designed appropriately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6 : Awareness structure for the Research Project Conception 

The chief concerns of the IT professionals in this category are to do with the rigour of the research. 
They are interested in the validity of the research as research. Within this category varying approaches 
to the research project give rise to two subcategories. 

The awareness structure of this category is depicted in Figure 6. In this category IT professionals are 
not concerned with their own goals nor are they considering the goals of the enterprise. Their vision is 
broader than both of these, therefore for the present analysis society forms the perceptual boundary and 
is represented here as the external horizon of the category. However, it should be noted that the exact 
location of this conception within the outcome space is unclear from the available data. 

The stable component here is ‘the design of the research project’ and the varying orientations are 
‘sound methodology’ and ‘innovation’. 

In Subcategory 5a significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which have been 
designed correctly. They are conducted by researchers with an appropriate track record and who are 
supported by others in the field. These projects have a clear direction and clearly defined goals. The 
projects stand up to scrutiny from the point of view of their research standards.  

Do the people who have written the paper communicate an understanding of what I perceive the 
real problem to be as opposed to what the … problem may seem to be, so I guess I’m looking 
for a depth of understanding of that particular field … (16.9a) 

… we’ve got to approach it from being … process is rigorous, and there’s a quality … it’s 
important that your process is followed closely and it’s seen to be globally, if you like, 
thorough-going … (17.8a) 

… I can look at the qualifications of the people on the front there … where they’re from … the 
fact that they’ve got in an IEEE magazine mustn’t be so bad. (12.4b) 

I probably look for an aim of it, so that it’s not just research for its own sake but it’s research 
that … they have figured out why they want to do it … it has a clear concept of what they want 
to find out and why … (15.5c) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints  

One individual considered the presence of a model as being an inescapable aspect of significant 
research: 

And how ‘rugged’ if you like, is that … model. I suppose, particularly in the venture capital 
industry, we talk about what’s your … business model. So I’d like to see it in that framework. 
What is the end result of this going to be? In a world that is in fact very tough - I mean 
information technology, information systems is really, really tough - and the people who survive 
at the end of the day, in terms of software companies, like we are, are the ones that can scratch 
and bite and be very focussed on what it is they want to do … I guess some of the research here 
for example, the research related to GIS mapping – that’s not quite the right word, but still - 
would seem to me that I could fit that into a business model. (17.7c) 

5a Sound 
methodology 

5 The design of the research 
project 

5b Innovation 
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Another researcher saw significant research as breaking away from the commercial imperatives 
normally operating in industry: 

I think this is probably a good example of a lot of things that I think are actually really good 
about research that gets done - taking it to that next level of actually looking at the mathematics 
of things and … getting in and analysing it at a level of depth that you very rarely see inside the 
industry. Industry tends to be driven, for better or worse, through a ‘how quick can we do it’, 
‘how much money can we make out of it’ … ‘is it the right cost-benefit’ type thing rather than … 
we very rarely get a chance to actually step back and turn around and say, 'Ok well let's look at 
this from whoa to go and actually look at what it all means.’ (16.4c) 

In Subcategory 5b significant and valuable IT research projects are seen as those which address or 
introduce new ideas or methods. These research projects are seen as those which explore new 
possibilities. They are not limited by tradition but investigate new frontiers in response to actual need. 
These projects tackle difficult problems creatively. 

… to think a little bit broader. I’ve done some consulting around town to people on IT strategy 
and it’s … often been very dominated by, “Oh, we’ve got the legacy systems, we’ve got to stick 
with them” rather than saying, “Well, if we had a blank sheet of paper, how would we deal with 
this and how would we in fact put a system together?” And then coming back and saying, 
“Well, how much will a legacy system work within that context?” So, it’s about thinking isn’t it, 
at the end of the day? It’s about getting people to think … out of the box before coming back 
into the box. (17.8c)  

… getting the value out of just the data, is an incredibly difficult problem. I imagine this is 
trying to solve some of that really complex aspect … (14.3b) 

Interrelation of the viewpoints  

The commercial motivation for innovation was seen as central by one participant: 

I think it is important because … this firm works with information and knowledge – that’s all it 
does, it’s only experts - and it’s creating documents, re-using documents … sharing knowledge, 
that’s all we do and that’s all we have to sell or to differentiate us from anyone else - so, really 
innovative, smart, efficient … use of that and the ability to tailor it very specifically for 
individual’s needs, and to … for example, when we’re tendering for work to make our … our 
ability to offer services quite different from other firms’ ability because we’re on top of 
technology before they are, is really important to us – it makes a lot of difference in how much 
money we earn, basically. (15.2a) 

Highly speculative innovation, therefore, may present too great a risk to the enterprise (Category 2): 

The goal is to try to … maximise the way that we can do things, to get best value out of the 
technology that is there, in practical senses. Presumably there are benefits in doing the 
technologies, I want to find out what those benefits are … and secondly … we find it easier …  
to attract people if we’re relatively up-to-date with the technology. We try to avoid the highly 
speculative. We take it not right on the {bleeding} edge, but a step back from that where it looks 
like it could fly, so how can we make it fly … or say that it’s just not quite ready yet. (14.2a) 
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6 Outcome space 
The five categories described above may be interrelated to form an outcome space. Key components of 
this outcome space are depicted in Table 2. 

Table 2 : Key components of the industry participant outcome space 

External Horizon Internal Horizon, 
Fixed component 
(Focus) 

Internal Horizon, 
Variable component 
(Elements of focus) 

Name Cat# Name (Report Section #) Subcat# Name 
The individual 1 Personal goals (5.1) 1a Professional interest 
  1b Professional gain 
The enterprise 2 Commercial goals (5.2) 2a External operations 
  2b Internal operations 
Society 3 Outcomes for the technology end 

user (5.3) 
3a Empowerment 

  3b Magnitude of influence 
  3c Significance to the user 
 4 Solving real-world problems (5.4) 4a Commonly accepted problems 
  4b Timely solutions 
  4c Applied outcomes 
 5 The design of the research project 

(5.5) 
5a Sound methodology 

  5b Innovation 
 

The graphical depiction of the relationship between the categories is presented in Figure 7. This 
depiction shows the widening perceptual boundaries associated with Categories 1 and 2 and 3/4/5. The 
triangle is used to depict the outer boundary, to portray clearly the three categories discussed earlier. 

The outcome space constitutes an experiential framework for thinking about the significance and value 
of IT research projects amongst industry professionals. 
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Figure 7 : Graphical representation of outcome space 
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7 Discussion 

7.1 Potential use of these results 
This project was supported by the National Office of the Australian Computer Society and the Research 
Office of QUT’s Faculty of Information Technology; the latter being the location of a significant group 
of information technology researchers in Queensland. Project outcomes could be useful at both the 
Faculty and University levels for development of strategic directions, to facilitate collaboration with 
researchers from other disciplines and industry, and to establish cooperation between faculty based 
research groups. The project, which is part of a new global research direction that is in its earliest 
stages, will act as a feasibility study for a larger inquiry that will add breadth and depth to the 
investigation. The project also serves as a precursor to a wider investigation of the different ways in 
which information technology researchers from different subdisciplines construct their research domain. 

This analysis provides a picture of ways of seeing significant and valuable research projects amongst IT 
industry professionals.  

1. The outcomes reveal different ways of seeing significance and value that may need to be 
understood by participants in collaborative projects. 

2. The outcomes are also available for comparison with the picture drawn of the ways of seeing 
significant and valuable IT research projects amongst IT researchers, as revealed in another 
part of this research project (see below). 

3. We may hypothesise that collaborative projects are more likely to be developed by research 
partners who either share the same ways of seeing significance and value or who understand 
and are sympathetic towards each others’ ways of seeing. 

7.2 The place of ‘knowledge’ 
It was felt by the authors of this report that perhaps ‘knowledge’ ought to be explicitly positioned 
somewhere within the analysis, however it was not clear exactly where it belonged. Knowledge seems 
to be integral to research and a fundamental motivator for involvement in research. It also is one of the 
keys to power and competitive success.  

… information systems are really critical and research into those areas are really valid, or … 
needed by industry because it’s grist to the mill … no matter what organisation you’re in these 
days, information is key and anything that can improve that obviously has a commercial benefit. 
(13.5d) 

It is not clear if, in the industry view of IT research, advancement of knowledge is sufficiently covered 
under Subcategory 5b Innovation. It is also possible to consider that knowledge pervades the whole of 
the outcome space. More research is needed to elucidate this aspect of industry researchers’ ways of 
seeing IT research. 

7.3 Ethics in IT research 
In a similar discussion to that of ‘knowledge’ (above) the authors wondered where ethical conduct 
should be positioned in the analysis. A number of participants alluded to it and it seems to be an aspect 
integral to industry IT research. 

… well I think that it should be [significant]. It depends on how the organisations want to treat 
their people versus just getting the job done. Increasingly, there’s this social flux of saying 
“We’re not just numbers, the organisation is the people” … so how do you best get value out of 
your people and get things to work is a core part. So a lot depends on the organisational culture 
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as to whether they’d be concerned about it or not. (Long pause) I think I probably should be 
concerned about it, to be honest. (14.3d) 

… firms are much more focused these days … on how their people cope with the changes they 
impose on them … and there’s lots of people that I can think of who would be interested in that, 
both in this firm and outside … people are focussing on the happiness of the worker more than 
they used to … (15.3a) 

… they should have a social responsibility and not just do things for the sake of it but look 
toward the bigger picture of trying to help rather than just dominate the world. (16.6c) 

I think the social implications for IT is a very important aspect of things. (16.5c) 

This could be seen to be a concept which permeates all categories, or it may fall within an additional 
subcategory under Category 3 Outcomes for the Technology End User. Further research is needed to 
explore this aspect of industry researchers’ ways of seeing IT research. 

7.4 Comparison of industry/researcher views 
Table 3 begins to show the complementarity and commonality between the industry and researcher 
groups.  

Table 3 : Comparison of industry/researcher views 

 Researcher  Industry 
1 Personal goals 1 Personal goals 

 
1a Professional interest 1a Professional interest 

Th
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1b Professional gain 

Th
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1b Professional gain 

2 Commercial goals 

2a External operations 

2 Research currency 
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2b Internal operations 

3 The design of the research project 5 The design of the research project 
3a Sound methodology 5a Sound methodology 

Th
e 
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3b Innovation 5b Innovation 

4 Outcomes for the technology end user 3 Outcomes for the technology end user 
4a Empowerment  3a Empowerment 
4b Magnitude of influence  3b Magnitude of influence 
4c Significance to the user 3c Significance to the user 

5 Solving real-world problems 4 Solving real-world problems 
5a Commonly accepted problems  4a Commonly accepted problems 
5b Timely solutions  4b Timely solutions 

H
um

an
ki

nd
 

5c Applied outcomes  

So
ci

et
y 

4c Applied outcomes 

On the whole, there are similar ways of seeing in both the researcher and industry groups. 

A unique category for the industry participants is ‘Commercial goals’, in the context of ‘The 
Enterprise’. However, it could perhaps be argued that aspects of the researchers’ ‘Research currency’ 
category align closely with aspects of the industry ‘Commercial goals’ category. Thus, the two groups’ 
ways of seeing in these categories may have much in common with each other. 
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On the other hand, even though ‘The design of the research project’ is a category both groups have in 
common, for researchers it is seen as lying within the context of a narrower perceptual boundary than 
that of the industry participants. Thus, although they share the category label, their differing ways of 
seeing that category may have ramifications with respect to what each group sees as priority. 

7.5 Industry emphasis compared with researcher emphasis 
While the number of participants in the project was not sufficient for statistical analysis, we have made 
some attempt to discuss the emphasis placed on the different categories of description by the different 
groups. 

Within the industry participant group not all categories of description were referred to with equal 
frequency. The emphasis given to different categories by IT industry professionals, as indicated by the 
data collected in this project, is depicted graphically in Figure 8. This represents the tally of the number 
of times a particular way of seeing was expressed in the course of the interviews. 

The category of ‘Commercial goals’ was mentioned most often, being represented in 42% of the 
relevant quotes extracted from the data. In terms of frequency of use, there was a wide margin between 
this and its closest rival, which had less than half as many mentions. The second most frequently 
mentioned category indicating significance and value was ‘Outcomes for the technology end user’, 
indicated in 18% of the quotes. 

The next two of the remaining categories of ways of seeing were almost equally represented, at 15% of 
the quotes for ‘Personal goals’ and 14% of the quotes for ‘The design of the research project’. The least 
frequently mentioned category, at 11% of the quotes, was ‘Solving real-world problems’. 

1. Personal goals
15%

2. Commercial goals
42%

3. Outcomes for the 
technology end user

18%

4. Solving real-world 
problems

11%

5. The design of the 
research project

14%

Figure 8 : Industry participant category emphasis 

The emphasis given to different categories by IT researchers, as indicated by the data collected in this 
project, is depicted graphically in Figure 9. 

Amongst researchers, the category of ‘The design of the research project’ was mentioned most often, 
being represented in 38% of the relevant quotes extracted from the data. The second and third most 
frequently mentioned categories indicating significance and value were ‘Outcomes for the technology 
end user’, indicated in 28% of the quotes, and ‘Solving real-world problems’, indicated in 21% of the 
quotes. 

The two remaining categories of ways of seeing were ‘Personal goals’, with 7% of the quotes and 
‘Research currency’, with 6% of the quotes. 
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1. Personal goals
7% 2. Research currency

6%

3. The design of the 
research project

38%
4. Outcomes for the 
technology end user

28%

5. Solving real-world 
problems

21%

Figure 9 : Researcher participant category emphasis 

A comparison of the emphasis given to different categories by researcher and industry participants is 
represented in Table 4. 

Table 4 : Comparison of Emphasis - Researcher and Industry Categories 

Researcher Categories % Industry Categories % 
The design of the research 
project 38 The design of the research 

project 14 

Outcomes for the technology 
end user 28 Outcomes for the technology 

end user 18 

Solving real-world problems 21 Solving real-world problems 11 
Personal goals 7 Personal goals 15 
Research currency 6 Commercial goals 42 

For researchers, ‘The design of the research project’ receives the greatest emphasis, being mentioned 
38% of the time, whereas for the industry participants this category is only mentioned 14% of the time. 
A possible explanation is that researchers are much more intimately involved with the research project. 
In contrast, industry emphasis lies with ‘Commercial goals’, at 42% of the quotes, perhaps revealing an 
acute awareness on the part of practitioners of the need for the organisation to survive financially. 

It is difficult to gauge whether this is a reliable measure of relative importance or interest, however the 
significant difference between the most and least mentioned categories is possibly indicative of the 
overall perspectives of these groups of people. 

7.6 Recommendations for further research 
Future study could address the following aspects of these results: 

��We have depicted a broadening awareness in the outcome space, however is there a hierarchy 
of elements as well? 

��We have attempted some analysis based on frequency of response, however a larger 
participant base would allow a rigorous statistical analysis of the results. 

��We have limited our investigation to SE Queensland, however a broader study could include 
international perspectives. 
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9 Appendices 
The following documents are attached: 

9.1 Letter of support from the Australian Computing Society 

9.2 Abstracts used to stimulate discussion during the interviews 
 
 
















